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CELEBRATION OF 72ND INDEPENDENCE DAY
OF INDIA IN BHAGWAN MAHAVIR CAMPUS
ON 15TH AUGUST, 2018
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ONE WEEK FOR NATION
On 15th August 2018, India completed its 70 years of Independence. Where the
nation celebrated this occasion, we the department of BBA decided to dedicate the
entire week from 15th August 2018 to 23rd August 2018 to our country and its
people. In this week we had organized several camps such as blood donation,
donate to needy, Swachh Bharat, Safety Awareness, Health and Hygiene and
Thalassemia test. All the faculties and students actively dedicated themselves in
this campus.
15th AUGUST 2018 – INAUGRATION
On the day of Independence, the inauguration ceremony of ONE WEEK FOR
NATION had been organized in the campus of BMEF. All the camps that were
going to take place in the following week had been announced.
16th AUGUST 2018 – BLOOD DONATION CAMP
Keeping in mind the importance and the
need to donate blood, on 16th August 2018,
a blood donation camp had been organized.
Approximately

30

students

from

our

department had participated in the camp and
donated their blood along with faculty in
charge Ms. Nikita Agarwal and Mr. Chintan
Shah.
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17th AUGUST 2018 – DONATE TO NEEDY
We, the BBA department are grateful to god that we are blessed with all our basic
necessities of life and from so much that we have, we decided to donate some

things to the needy. On 16th August 2018, the students of our department along
with the faculty in charge Mr. Gaurav Bhatt donated a few things like clothes,
stationery, books etc to the less privileged children of our country.

18th

AUGUST

2018 – SWACHH
BHARAT
It is very important
to live in a clean
surrounding

to

ensure we are in
good health. Knowing the importance of cleanliness, we had organized a camp for
Swachh Bharat on 18th August 2018. On this day, the students along with faculty
in charge Ms. Shanu Desai had cleaned entire college as well as the nearby area.
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Along with this, we had also organized poster
making competition on this day. Students created
several posters which conveyed the message of
Swachh Bharat.
20 AUGUST 2018 – SAFETY AWARENESS
On 20th August 2018 we had organized seminar
on safety awareness. Several students of our department along with faculty in
charge Mr. Krishna Doctor and Mr. Hitesh Patel went around the city and
conducted seminar to create safety awareness among students and the general
public.
21st AUGUST 2018 – HEALTH AND HYGIENE
We are not only concerned about our students’ education but also their health and
hygiene. We know how important it is to maintain our health and hygiene. Hence,
we had organized health and hygiene camp on 21st August 2018 in the architecture
hall. Approximately 60 students along with the faculty in charge Ms. Rency Desai
got their eye check-up, body check-up and general check-up done.
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22nd AUGUST 2018 – THALASSEMIA TEST
Thalassemia test had been conducted in our college on 22nd August 2018. Several
experts had been called from outside to conduct this test. 54 students of our
department along with the faculty s in charge Ms. Priti Mehta got this test done.

- DHARA MODI (TY)
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ORIENTATION PROGRAM
An interaction between the college and the parents of first year students was
organized on 18, August, 2018 at BMBBA, which created an environment of
belongingness amongst the students and parents. A special benefaction goes to Dr.
Nirmal Sharma (campus director), Mr. Amish Jain (campus facilitator), Mrs. Cheta
Desai (in charge principal) and Mr. Chintan Shah (head of department), who
indulged us as well as our parents into understanding the structure of the institution
as well as, motivational speeches given by them to inculcate an optimistic attitude
amongst the first year students. The ambience as well as facilities was provided in
a systematic manner which was managed properly by the second and third year
students and the faculty members. There were many performances which were
executed by the seniors of the college, where they made us stamp our feet to the
dances, relaxed us with melodious beats and voices, laugh till our stomachs hurt
and lastly cautioned us with rules and regulations, followed by an influential
speech. It was a great upbringing of both the students and the parents and created a
positive impact. It was concluded with a surprise by our respected faculty members
and former students by welcoming us with balloons tied to a message which
elicited "WELCOME TO BMBBA".

- PRIYA PATEL (FY)
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FRESHERS PARTY 2018
Students of Bhagwan Mahavir College of business administration organized a
sumptuous “Fresher’s Party 2018” for the newcomers. Students organize this
fresher’s party every year. The main aim of this party is to give a warm welcome to
the new comers. Such parties not only build their confidence but also add creativity
to their levels. It is accompanied with so many colorful events and programs like
ramp walk, traditional, fusion, and splendid decoration, thus making it a soulful
evening.
On August 18, 2018 the fresher party was organized at ‘BARCODE CLUB’, Iscon
mall. The event started with welcoming our fresher’s and judges. The judges were
“Mr. Sahil Arora “ - Face of Gujarat season 2 and Ms. Srushti Jain , President of
the management event Protsahan at BMBBA and past student of BMBBA family.
The party continued with the Mr. and Ms. Fresher’s selection. After the intense
competition from the three rounds, the crown of Mr. Fresher was awarded to “Mr.
Viren” and Ms. Fresher “Ms. Smita Desai”. Best couple award was crowned to
“Mr. .Viren” and “Ms. Meshwa Dholakia”. After the competition, students enjoyed
the DJ party followed by refreshment and dinner.
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A golden feather was added to Bhagwan Mahavir Education Foundation when it
had a collaborative move with AIESEC India by hosting 50+ Interns from China,
Spain, Egypt, Indonesia and many other places.
With such an Initiative a Global exposure was being provided to each and every
Intern with the BMEF Family consisting 10000+ Students. The interns presented
on the topics of Sustainable Development Goals by United Nation.
 CLIMATE ACTION
 QUALITY OF EDUCATION
Interns provided presentations and shared their knowledge on such above topics
with the students and also with the EP Buddies delegated from the college they
explored the city and the surroundings in best possible manner!

- RUSHIL SOMANI (TY)
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The Bhagwan Mahavir students were given the prestigious opportunity to visit
the Hari Krishna industry of Surat City located near Hazira Road on the 25 th
August, 2018. Ms. Priti Mehta (faculty in charge) and Mr. Sanket Bavadiya
(student of third year) came together to make this visit a grand success for the
students. The students started the visit by 9am from the BMEF campus.
Reaching the industry, students were given a warm welcoming by the
employees of HK industry and started of the tour. From the planning of
designing a diamond to the polishing and final touches students were given a
detailed explanation of the working of the industry. Students were allowed to
have a closer look at the diamond and analyze the variety. After an hour of
exciting session, students were taken for refreshments followed by a speech
from the brothers who came together to establish the industry i.e.; Mr. Savji
Dholakia (Founder of HK industry) and Mr. Ghanshyam Dholakia (Co-founder
of HK industry). Their inspirational speech gave the students an interesting
outlook to achieve great heights.
The HK industry provided a fresh new outlook of management concepts
and exposed work environment which couldn’t be obtained from any book
or syllabus.
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ENCENDER ROOM IN BMEF BBA
On 28th August, 2018 a major initiative was taken by Mrs. Priti Vashi with her
Student Team in Bhagwan Mahavir college of Business Administration in which
Club Encender was inaugurated by the Mrs. Cheta Desai (principal in charge).
The club is designed in a way such that students get an Informal surrounding with
a comfortable atmosphere to learn.

Encender is the Spanish version of the word Ignite, so ignite connects with the
igniting spark within us to do something out of the box. The Idea of E Learning,
Case Study Learning, Management Games, Business innovation, Idea Exploration
and such other Activities will help to develop the Club Encender in best possible
manner.
1st Presentation Case Study: Future Group / Kishor Biyani
 Presented by; Rushil Somani
and Jigar Mevada
2nd

Presentation

Case

Study:

Startup of Mc Donald’s
 Presented by; Rudra Pandit
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KERALA FLOODS 2018
In late July 2018, severe flooding affected the Indian state Kerala due to unusually
high rainfall during the present monsoon season. It was the worst flooding
in Kerala in nearly a century. The cause for this destruction is low pressure, heavy
rain, landslides, and large discharge from dams. For the first time in history 35 out
of 42 dams were opened within a state. All five overflow gates of the Idukki
Dam were opened at the same time, for the first time in 26 years. Heavy rains
in Wayanad and Idukki have caused severe landslides and have left the hilly
districts isolated. Almost whole of Kerala was destroyed due to the rain. ₹19,500
crore (US$3 billion (Estimated) property has been identified damaged till date.
Over 445 people dead, 15 missing within a fortnight, while at least 280,679 people
were

evacuated

from

the

cities

of

Chengannur, Pandanad, Aranmula, Aluva, Chalakudy, Kuttanad and Pandalam.
The 14 districts of the state were placed on high alert.

According to the Kerala government, one-sixth of the total population
of Kerala had been directly affected by the floods and related incidents. The Union
government had declared it a Level Calamity or 'Calamity of a severe nature'. The
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situation was regularly monitored by the prime minister and the national crisis
management committee coordinated the rescue and relief operations.
As Kerala battles its worst flood in nearly a century, Chief Minister Pinarayi
Vijayan said that the state has suffered an estimated loss of around Rs 19,512 crore
as per the initial assessment. Admitting that the path to recovery can be long and
arduous, the chief minister has urged all to contribute generously to the Chief
Minister’s Distress Relief Fund. Nearly 200 have lost their lives in the fresh
onslaught of rain and floods since August 8.
After taking stock of the situation, Prime Minister Narendra Modi announced a
grant of Rs 500 crore, aside from the Rs 100 crore declared by Home
Minister Rajnath Singh last week. Apart from the PM Relief fund and Vijayan
personally donating Rs 1 lakh to the CMRDF, various ministers of state, officials,
celebrities and people from various walks of life have contributed money to
provide relief to the flood-ravaged state.
Monetary

contributions

can

transferred directly to the

be

Kerala

government’s bank account with the
State Bank of India;
Account-holder name: Chief Minister’s
Distress Relief Fund
Bank: State Bank of India

Account

number: 67319948232
Donations can be made through cards;
real-time mobile payments interface UPI, mobile wallets, internet banking,
cheques, or demand drafts.
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The Kerala government has also created an online donation channel that accepts
VISA, MasterCard, Rupay, and other international cards, besides net banking.
Another way to transfer money is via mobile-payments platform Paytm. The
company has added a “donate” icon to the home screen of its app and website
through which money can be transferred. Paytm has also said it will match the
donations users make with an equal contribution from its side. On Aug. 18, the
company said donations from its platform had crossed Rs10 crore ($1.4 million).
Contributions to the relief fund are exempt from taxation under India’s Income Tax
Act.
Via e-commerce;
Supplies can be provided via online retailers such as Amazon.in and Big Basket.
These portals allow shoppers to choose items to donate, pay for them, and place
the order.
Amazon India has tied up with relief organizations Habitat for Humanity, World
Vision, Goonj, and Oxfam India. The website allows even people not residing in
India to make donations. The grocery shopping app Big Basket has also tied up
with Goonj.
To assist donors, the portals also have lists
of products—such as sanitary napkins,
soap,

batteries,

and water

purifiers—

desperately needed.
Big Basket is offering a 20% discount on
next orders for shoppers who make a
donation for the Kerala floods.
Contribution can be made directly by going to donation.cmdrf.kerala.gov.in
- JHANVI (FY)
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LATE MR. ATAL BIHARI VAJPAYEE
Former PM Atal Bihari
Vajpayee dead: Former Prime Minister Atal
Bihari Vajpayee and BJP stalwart passed
away at the All India Institute of Medical
Sciences in the national capital on
Thursday. He was 93. The premier institute,
where a stream of leaders across party lines
visited Vajpayee since morning, announced
his death at 5:05 pm. The iconic BJP leader was admitted to the AIIMS in June and
had been ailing for long. He retreated from active public life over the last decade
following the deterioration of his health and remained restricted to his residence. A
host of leaders including Prime Minister Narendra Modi visited the BJP patriarch
at AIIMS. Vajpayee was awarded India’s highest civilian award, the Bharat Ratna,
in March 2015. During his second term as prime minister, Vajpayee ordered
nuclear tests in May 1998 in a strategic masterstroke to blunt Pakistan’s nuclear
ambitions. He followed this up with peace overtures to Pakistan, riding on the first
direct bus from India to Pakistan in February 1999. Consummate poet, orator par
excellence, amiable statesman, astute politician, foreign affairs expert, foodie and
much more, this BJP veteran and three-time Prime Minister of India Atal Bihari
Vajpayee, 93, was a multi-talented politician who lived life on his own terms and
left an indelible mark on Indian politics.
“It was Atal Ji’s exemplary leadership that set the foundations for a strong,
prosperous and inclusive India in the 21st century. His futuristic policies across
various sectors touched the lives of each and every citizen of India,” said PM.
- HARDIK KAKANI (TY)
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ASIAN GAMES 2018

 Being held from 18 August to 2 September 2018 in
Indonesian cities of Jakarta and Palembang, the
2018 Asian Games is a pan-Asian multi-sport
event. It is officially known as the 18th Asian
Games and also known as Jakarta- Palembang
2018. It is for the first time that the Asian Games
are being held in two cities; the Indonesian capital
of Jakarta and Palembang, the capital of the South Sumatra province.
 There are 45 participating nations with approximately 11,300 athletes
participating in the events. There are about 462 events in 40 sports making it
the second largest programme in Asian Games History.
 This event is witnessing 572 member Indian contingents participating in 36
sports. There is a diverse Indian participation- PV Sindhu in badminton,
Sakshi Malik in wrestling, Dipa Karmakar in gymnastics and many more.
 So far we have bagged 24 medals – 6 golds, 5 silver, and 13 bronze. Here’s
how the medal tally of top 10 countries look like.
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Asian Games 2018 Medal Tally as on 31st August – top 10 countries

Sr. No.

Countries

Gold

Silver Bronze Total

1

China

112

76

53

241

2

Japan

59

49

65

173

3

Korea, Republic Of

39

46

55

140

4

Indonesia

30

23

37

90

5

Iran, Islamic Republic Of

19

18

20

57

6

Uzbekistan

15

19

19

53

7

Chinese Taipei

14

17

23

54

8

India

12

21

26

59

9

Korea, Democratic People's Republic Of

12

9

12

33

10

Bahrain

12

6

6

24

- SHAILI THAKUR (FY)
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SATYAMEVA JAYATE
Synopsis:A hooded vigilante is roaming about in Mumbai, setting fire to corrupt cops, easily
evading capture, and notching up the gruesome numbers: you close your eyes, and
another one goes up in flames. The hooked vigilante is none other than veer (john
Abraham). He is doing it all for a revenge. And against him is ACP shivansh
(Manoj Bajpayee).

Cast:John Abraham as veer is very dynamic and gives his best to the character he has a
very good physique developed for the role and fits in it very well. John Abraham
shows off his muscles, flares his nostrils, and rips open a tyre quite like Sunny
Deol had uprooted the hand pump in Gadar. All the while, remaining steadfastly
poker-faced when it comes to sporting an expression, Bajpayee looks lost in the
film, rather the film is lost on him. He has given a good performance but not up to
his mark. For Aisha sharing screen space with john and Manoj were high points for
her. She didn’t have much to do but played her part very well.
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Direction:Milap Milan Zaveri has not delivered what we actually wanted from this film, the
biggest question why he chose this script that has nothing new and several times
you will start predicting what is going to happen in the next scene. Besides, a
single twist there is nothing in the film that Milap has been able to hide, in the
interval you will get to who is the real villain and what is the film is all about. The
film is totally missing in script and twist and turns.

Verdict:All in all, director Milap Milan Zaveri has delivered an old wine in a new bottle, if
you have been a fan of the 70s and 80s films having a fight between good and bad
then you will get nothing new in the film.
But the film is a onetime watch.

Box office collections this month;

NAME
Mission Impossible
Gold
Satyameva Jayate
Happy Phir Bhag Jayegi
Genius
Karwaan
Fanney Khan
Mulk
Vishwaroop 2

RELEASE
DATE
27 July
15
15
24
24
3
3
3
10

COLLECTION
78
97
72
11.25
3
18
10
18
41

LIFETIME
COLLECTION
78
110
80
10-12
10-12
18
10
18
41

- DHAWAL MANIHAR (SY)
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MEMES TRENDING FOR THE MONTH OF
AUGUST 2018

- HARDIK JAIN (SY)
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Are we a burden?
Every second,
A girl raped, a girl accused
A girl tortured, a girl used
Shaming over this humanity
Shaming over there fake fame

I was safe in her womb
I’m safe in her home

These foes hurt my toes
These Foes carry me and row
I’m scared
I’m afraid
I don’t feel safe anymore
I want a ugly face
With scars all over
And want you to bury me underneath the clover

As this is the only thing I could do
Letting you win again by leaving no clue...

I was safe in her womb
Now, I’m Safe in my new home...
- ANONYMOUS
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PHOTOGRAPHY BY THE BMEF BBA
STUDENTS

- GOURAV JAIN (SY)
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